
If  I were asked to pick one bait to Þ sh 
with for the rest of  my life I would 
choose casters. Nearly every species of  

freshwater Þ sh will happily eat them, and 
both commercial and natural venues respond 
well to them throughout the year. 

However, one particular type of  venue 
where casters excel is canals. Towpaths the 
length and breadth of  the country will see 
anglers with different arrays of  baits, from 
bloodworm and joker in winter to squatts 
and pinkies in summer, but they will all have 
a pint of  shells on their side tray throughout 
the year.

There is much more to Þ shing this bait 
than simply feeding a few on a line and 
setting a rig up to drop in every now and 
again. To make the bait work properly, every 
aspect from feeding through the day to the 
kinds of  rigs used and the way that you 
present the bait can make a big difference 
to being successful. Canals differ greatly, 
from the shallow Midlands’ cuts averaging 
13 metres wide, to the deep, 25m-wide 
canals typically found in the north (proper 
canals), and this means that there are many 
approaches with casters on them. 

There has always been a bit of  a debate 
as to whether the quality of  casters makes 
a difference; some anglers use week-old 
ones and still getting results. I am a massive 
believer in getting hold of  the best quality and 
freshest casters available; a good mixture of  
colours and big, fat, crispy shells like baked 
beans that you can bury a size 16 hook in! 

I leave the point of  the hook showing 
where possible but it’s worth experimenting 
on harder days to see what you can get away 
with. Some days you can catch well hooking 

Three-times Junior World Champion Matt Godfrey has 
been enjoying brilliant canal catches on casters. We asked 
the Sensas-backed ace to share his ‘shell’ secrets.
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He may be young but Matt 
already knows more about 
caster fi shing than most!

MASTER 
CASTERTHE 

a caster like a maggot, while on others you 
will get more bites with it buried completely.

I was Þ nally convinced of  the importance 
of  quality bait on the Sensas Challenge a few 
years ago, where Joe Roberts had some of  the 
best casters I had ever seen. He kindly gave 
me some and I caught nearly all my Þ sh on 
them, while I had to wait ages for a bite if  I 
used any of  my poorer-quality shells. 

From then on I’ve ensured that I get 
the best-quality casters that I can. Even if  
you have to pay a bit more for a pint, I’m 
convinced that it makes a difference. Think 
about it; all apples look alright, but if  there’s 
a big, shiny, hard, crunchy one, you’d rather 
have that one every time!

CHUB HUNTING
When I started match Þ shing I spent a lot of  
time on the ChesterÞ eld Canal in and around 
Worksop. Here, casters were one of  the main 
baits throughout the year for the head of  
chub. There was some fantastic sport during 
summer, with evening matches regularly 
won with more than 20lb. Barnsley angler 
Alex Mitchell really had the method sussed, 
winning nearly all the matches one year. 

The canal is around 14 metres wide but 
most pegs have thick rushes growing three 
feet or so from the bank, with two feet of  
water up to them. In summer it wasn’t 
unusual to get through three pints or more of  
casters, feeding three or four swims along the 
far side. You had to keep pushing the rig right 
into the holes in the reeds. One of  the best 
ways to feed was very positively with a catty, 
Þ ring 20 casters every minute or so to make 
a noise and keep bait falling through the 
water all the time. You had to move around »
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VENUE FILE
STAINFORTH & KEADBY CANAL
Location: Stanilands Marina, Thorne, South 
Yorkshire
Controlling club: Thorne DAA
Contact: 01405 812491
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Lives: Sheffi eld
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the holes, feeding, pushing your rig in, then 
feeding another hole, moving there and so 
on, until the ß oat went under and all hell 
broke loose! 

The chub were between 1lb and 3lb and 
used to swim up and down the far side. 
By making noise and having three or four 
swims with bait going through the water, 
you seemed to be able to catch their attention 
and hold them in your peg for longer spells. 
When they were there 
it was brilliant if  you 
were Þ shing sensible 
gear: 0.14mm line to 
a strong size 15 B711 
hook, a solid No10 
elastic and double or 
triple caster. We used a really short line and 
strong ß oats, hooking them and quickly 
shipping back to drag them out of  the reeds. 
You’d regularly see anglers holding a top kit 
and cringing while a chub was still splashing 
around in the reeds on the far bank!

The canal totally changed in winter, and a 
different approach resulted in better results. 
There were still large numbers of  chub 
present, and it was common for anglers to 
catch Þ ve or six through a match. However, 
the canal used to go clear, and short lining 
into the shallow water only saw the odd Þ sh 
caught. Scaling down lines to 0.12mm or 
0.10mm, No8 elastic and lighter 16 B511 
hooks was best. We also changed to Þ shing 
further down the shelf, just going out of  the 
main track but still in the deeper water. A 
4x12 Preston Chianti strung out all the way 
with No11s and No12s was used for a nice, 

slow fall and you had to Þ sh with six inches or 
more of  line on the deck so that the bait was 
dead still and looked natural.

The chub didn’t like the pole over their 
heads and some anglers even set up a tiny 
canal waggler. For me, however, long lining 
with a good Þ ve feet of  line between pole 
and ß oat and two or three back shots to help 
steady the rig was particularly successful. 
Feeding was still fairly positive, sprinkling in a 

good amount of  casters 
with a pot early on, 
then regularly pinging 
casters over the top. 

A common 
denominator for 
catching on casters 

on canals is to have bait going through the 
water regularly, especially with Þ sh like chub 
that tend to patrol and may miss a pile of  
bait that has been dumped in and laid on the 
bottom. That’s just one canal and one species 
requiring different approaches at different 
times of  the year.

ROACH RAIDING
Roach very often require a more delicate 
approach. Big roach are very wise, so rigs 
may be altered several times during a session. 

It is very rare that you’re able to feed 
casters for roach on a canal and catch 
straightaway. It is a good idea to choose one 
or two lines to feed, looking for any likely 
cover, such as brambles, bushes and reeds. 
Underwater, the deepest track or just going 
up the far shelf  are particularly good areas to 
cover your options. 

I like to Þ sh other methods, such 
as bread or squatt, while a caster 
swim is primed elsewhere for later 

in the day. If  all goes to plan the caster will 
pick up some quality or bonus Þ sh late on. 

Light rigs are essential for roach and a 
small handful of  casters potted in at the start 
with half  a dozen, or even less, pinged over 
the top regularly works well. The catapult 

Rigs may be altered 
several times 
during a session.

0.08mm or 0.10mm 
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Another caster-tempted 
redfi n graces Matt’s net!
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More instant baits like bread complement a caster swim well.

Matt has great faith in 

‘black nickel’ Sensas 3405 

hooks for the shell.
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approach is particularly successful because 
the bait is spread around a little more. A neat 
little potted heap all falling in the same spot at 
once seems really unnatural to me. Three or 
four casters dropping in over, say, a 4ft area 
at different times means that the roach can 
move about and pick up bits here and there 
without sussing out any sort of  feed pattern. 

My ß oats are typically slim Preston 
Chianti in 4x10 and 4x12, with No12 shots 
strung out from above the hooklength knot 
to the ß oat. Lines and hooks vary but you 
are always likely to hook a bigger Þ sh on 
casters, so 0.10mm main lines to an 0.08mm 
hooklength, size 16 or 18 hook and No5 
or No6 elastic is a good balance. The best 
hooks for the job are the Sensas 3405 ‘black 
nickels’, and a 16 is nearly always bang on.

A key thing to experiment with is laying 
the rig in. A consistent way is to lay it dead 
straight and hold on tight to the ß oat so 
that the bait falls steadily. There aren’t any 
rules, though, so try different ways, such 
as lowering it in straight down or dragging 
the bait once it’s settled. Again, it’s always a 
good starting point to have a couple of  inches 
of  line on the deck for still presentation; the 
bigger, wiser roach know what’s natural, so 
it’s good to be conÞ dent in a still bait. 

There is nothing to stop you incorporating 
casters into your other approaches on canals. 
Very often there are other bonus Þ sh to be 
caught – skimmers, bream, big perch, eels 
– and to target these a caster approach can 
be reÞ ned even more. Chopped worm and 
caster has been one of  the most successful 
combinations ever, but there’s always an 

At long range Matt reverts 
to sprinkling in casters via 

a pole-mounted pot.
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edge to be gained. Chopping up lobworms for 
perch, or redworms instead of  dendrabaenas 
for skimmers and bream can make a huge 
difference. Farmed dendras have a yellow, 
acidy juice that is unnatural compared to the 
juicy, black, natural aminos of  reds and lobs 
chopped up with casters. Casters alone are 
full of  white juices, which is why roach love 
crunching on them and chopping them gives 
off  this juice and scent, plus it makes a bit 
of  a cloud. Casters can also be fed with and 
Þ shed over a squatt or punch line as a change 
of  bait, often resulting in better quality or 
bonus Þ sh. Many people feed casters with 
bloodworm and joker, too, with good results.

THE SESSION
Today’s session has been on the Stainforth & 
Keadby Canal at Thorne, on the well-known 
Stanilands section, where I recently won 
an 83-peg match with 21lb of  roach… on 
casters of  course! On these deeper and wider 
canals it seems to work Þ shing casters as far 
out as you can and well away from bankside 
disturbance. In today’s case, up to features 
such as boats. On the Stainy, casters can 
always be incorporated into your main plan 
of  attack and, more often than not, you can 
put a string of  better-stamp Þ sh together in 
the latter half  of  a session. 

I set up a couple of  different rigs because 
this canal can be affected by the wind and 
tow for long periods when the locks open. 
Both incorporate 0.12mm Sensas Feeling 
main lines to 0.08mm hooklengths and size 
16 Sensas 3405 hooks. One is the typical 
4x12 Chianti, strung out all the way, while 

the other is a more stable wire-stemmed 4x14 
Carpa Gent, shotted with a spread bulk and 
two No10 droppers. This rig is for holding the 
bait steadier with line on the deck, and on 
certain days can be the best rig, particularly 
when skimmers are about. 

It has been a typical caster day. I have 
Þ shed 16 metres, feeding a good handful of  
casters over an area at the start, and used a 
Kinder pot to sprinkle a dozen or so over the 
top every time, being conscious to spread the 
bait about a bit. I prefer a catapult for shorter 
distances but it is hard to loose feed 16 metres 
accurately, so a pot allows me to tap in a few 
casters at a time. »

Chopped worm came into 
play later on and transformed 
Matt’s swim.

A slim, cane-tipped 
Chianti is perfect in good 
conditions.

A wire-stemmed Gent 
offers more stability if the 
canal starts to pull.

For bread, Matt swears 
by the cult Sensas Auchy 

‘pencil fl oat’.

This is what caster fi shing 
on canals is all about!
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One thing 
that has worked 
here is to feed a 
few casters and 
lay the rig right 
on top among 
the falling feed. 

I have also 
fed breadpunch 
at 13 metres 
as a starting 
point to pick 
Þ sh up early on. 
This has worked 
exceptionally well; 
I have managed to 
catch 25 dumpy 
little roach in 
the Þ rst hour, while 
keeping a few casters 
going in long. After an 
hour or so I have had 
a look further across 
with single caster and 
caught better Þ sh 
steadily. 

Nevertheless, I have 
been through stages 
where it’s gone quiet 
and I felt that it was 
best to feed and rest 
the line by coming 
back in and pinching 
a few smaller Þ sh on 
punch. It has certainly worked because when 
I’ve returned there’s been another run of  Þ sh. 
This shows how important it is to have another 

swim to Þ sh. I’ve also had spells with missed 
bites. Here, I found that it was best to lay a bit 
more line on the deck, wait until the ß oat went 
well under and then say ‘god save the queen’ 
before striking! 

With an hour to go, I’ve experimented by 
adding chopped worm to my caster feed. This 
has worked really well and I’ve caught a few 
quality roach using an inch-long piece of  worm. 
Frustratingly, I lost a big Þ sh, probably a perch, 
but was pleased with a 1½lb hybrid that put in 
an appearance straight after I’d fed the worms! 

I’ve ended up with a nice net of  Þ sh over 10lb, 
with different lines and ways of  feeding proving 
that casters are well worth incorporating into a 
canal approach. Being patient and combining 
lots of  little things, you can reÞ ne it into much 
more than just a throwaway line.

I’ve caught a few 
quality roach using 
an inch-long piece of 
worm.

Another gold-medal performance 
on the shell for Matt!

Always use quality 
casters for roach. 
It will make a 
difference!

This 1lb-plus hybrid put 
up a great scrap.
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